Characters
Rose
Spider
Danny
 fifi

Setting
home/basement

Problem
Danny and his big sister Rose find a spider in their basement. They want to bring it outside without killing it or their parents seeing it.

Solution
Rose distracts their parents by showing them a few new tricks. While Danny brings the spider outside.
Rose and Danny are siblings who live with their parents in a two story house with a basement. One spring morning Danny and Rose's Parents called them downstairs as they were in their rooms cleaning. They both ran downstairs asking "Why are you calling us?" Their Parents replied "please clean the basement with bug spray because we do not like bugs." Today Me and your Dad are going shopping so you better be done by the time we get back.
While Rose and Danny's parents are away they decided to play. The next day Rose went to the basement because Danny was playing his video games and their parents were still asleep. Suddenly he heard his sister scream "aaaqaqaaa!" He ran downstairs as fast as he could asking what is it? It's a spider! Why are you screaming about a spider? Because I have a fear of spiders. The spider is small and black, Rose was so scared that she felt like her heart would pop out. The spider was on the couch so Rose almost sat on it.
Danny really wanted to keep the spider because he thought it looked cute. "But mom and dad won't allow it. They had to make a plan to get the spider outside without their parents knowing because they did not spray the basement with bug spray. They could not think properly because their dog Fifi was distracting them. Danny suddenly has an idea. Fifi and Rose went upstairs and distracted their Parents by showing them that Fifi has learned lots of new tricks. While Danny carried the spider in his hands he opened the door and let the spider out. Rose and Fifi were done with their performance. They said to each other "next time"
let's spray the basement with bug spray.